The contribution of the P (Pomeranchuk) and P' trajectories to the generalized two-particle (low energy) potential is sho'tm to be repulsive and effectively of long range. A rough expression for the P potential is given in te~s of the high-energy total cross section and associated diffraction peak. It is argued that Pomeranchuk repulsion represents the many-particle channels that dominate high energies and that have an important,narrowi.ng effect on resonance widths
even though these channels are closed in the low-energy resonance region. In a recent paper there were discussed certain consequences of employing Regge poles rather than. -fixed J poles· as the source of the leading physical J. value on the trajectory has an associated· physical particle, one may associate the potential in the conventional . manner with "exchange" of this particle 9 although there is an important form factor 'which reduces the strength and extends the range--relative to a fixed-spin (elementary) particle potential. A small part of the P and P' .potentials may be associated in such a sense with exchange ! of the J = 2 f(l250) and f'(l525) particles, but the major component belongs to J = 0 --where no particles exist. We suggest that physically this latter component represents the aforementioned dynamical effect of ~~y-particle channels, closed inside the strip where the potential is to be employed~ but open above the strip.boundary.
Why is such an identification plausible? First of all, the P and P' traj_ectories account for most of the total cross section in the h:i.gh-energy region where multiple production dominates. 
where ap is, a crossing matrix element (always positive for the .
\~.
Pomeranchult pd)ie), Yp(t) is the reduced residue (also positive (II:6) strongly repulsive. The result for P' is similare One may usefully compare (II:6) to the high-energy limit of the imaginary part of the amplitude--which is the same as the high-energy limit of the imaginary part of the r<:>meranchuk potential:
Observe that for s not enormously larger than s 1 the t dependence of the two.forms is similar. Thus the "shape" of the Porneranchuk potential is essentially that of the high-energy diffraction peak.
Using the optical theorem, .where (in t) the discontinuity of (II:6) becomes large, one sees that it is in the region where Im ap(t) is large, that is, the upper portion of the t strip above the mass squared of f(l250). In view of the relatively narrow width of the f we can be sure that Im ap(t) contributes to the total t discontinuity but is excluded (by definition)
'·~.
• ·~ ,t. are not invalidated by Reggeization. There remains a correlation with the concept of particle exchange, and the sign (attraction or repulsion) generally survives. We can understand in this way the success of crude I bootstrap arguments that use crossing matrices and almost nothing more.
The estimates given in this paper and in Reference 1 indicate, however, that to achieve even semiquantitative accuracy.in the dynamics it will be necessary to employ Regge potentials together with the Mandelstam iteration or the equivalent thereto. 13. In the ,.,. problem, ~ crossed reactions contain the poles in question, so the total potential treated in this section istvice that from the t reaction above.
